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ABSTRACT 
The primary result of  this paper is the resolution of the question: Which non-Abelian 
discrete groups G satisfy (for some n > I) 
I(aS) ~l = IS  ~l for all S_CG and a~G,  (An) 
where I * [ denotes the counting measure and 
S ~ = {Sl "'" s~: s~S,  1 ~ i ~ n}? 
We prove that a discrete group G satisfies (An) for some integer n > 1 iff G is a 
finite Hamiltonian group. Furthermore, if ~, denotes the invariant defined for finite 
Abelian groups introduced in [1 ] and l t i s  any finite Hamiltonian group, then H satisfies 
(An) iff y (H' ) /> n, where H" denotes the unique (up to isomorphism) maximal Abelian 
subgroup of  H. In the course of this development a number of results concerning finite 
Hamiltonian groups are obtained. We conclude with a section on related conditions as 
well as a discussion of the general locally compact case. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, in the study of certain geometric properties of sets in locally 
compact groups, the question arose as to which groups G satisfy a 
generalized power-translation invariance condition on their left invariant 
Haar measures [ * l, 
[(aS)n [ = [ S" [ for all open S C G and a ~ G, (An) 
for an appropriate positive integer n. Of course all locally compact 
groups satisfy (A1) by the definition of left invariant measure, and also 
(An) is satisfied for all n by every locally compact Abelian group. In the 
present paper we consider discrete groups G and obtain a full characteriza- 
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tion as the set of finite Harniltonian groups. We make the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION 1. ~ denotes the set of all (isomorphism classes of) non- 
Abelian discrete groups which satisfy (An) for a particular integer n; 
denotes the union of ~ over all n > 1. 
I. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
We first show 
LEMMA 1. I f  H ~ ~ is a torsion group, then H is Hamiltonian. 
PROOF: It clearly suffices to show every cyclic subgroup of H is normal 
(this condition is, of course, also necessary). To this end, let S be any 
cyclic subgroup of G. Consequently, S is finite by hypothesis and for all 
a ~ H we have by some (An), n > 1: 
I(aS) ~1 = I Sn l = IS  J, 
since S is a subgroup. Furthermore, since n > 1 and the unit is in S, 
anS u an-lSa ---- a~-a(aS • Sa) C_ (aS) n, 
implying 
IS l  ~< l aawaa[  < I(aS)" t < +oo. 
But this clearly implies aS = Sa, i.e., S is normal. 
We now prove a result which enables us to eliminate the non-torsion 
groups: 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  G is any group and x and y are two elements o f  G 
which satisfy 
O) xy ~ yx, 
(ii) I{x, Y)'~I ~< (n + 1) for some n > 1, 
then 
x ~ = y~ for some positive integer a ~< n + 1. (1) 
COMMENT. The bound for a in (1) may not be reduced to n in general, 
as may be shown by example. However, in some special cases, such as 
when (n + 1) is a prime, the upper bound in (I) may be improved. 
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PROOF: We proceed by induction on n. For n = 2, 
{x, y)~ = {x~, xy, yx, y~) 
and consequently (i) and (ii) imply x~= yZ and (1) is verified (in fact 
a <~ n in this case). Now assume true for k < n, and prove k = n: 
CASE 1. I{x,y}"-i [ ~< n. 
CaSE 2. I{x,y}"-l[ = I{x,y}"[ = (n + 1). 
In Case 1, we have x a = ya for some a ~< n by induction and hence (1) 
is certainly true. In Case 2, if z and z' are either x or y we have 
z'{x, y}.-1 = {x, y}n-az implying 
Z'{X, y}n- l z -1  = {X, y}n-1.  (2) 
Now {x "-1, xn-2y ..... y.-1} C {x, y}.-1 and by (2) (iterated) also x 9 x "-1 9 y-1 
and x 2 9 x "-1 9 y-2 e {x, y}n-1 =~ 
{xn+ly-2, xny--1, xn-1, X,~-=y ..... y.-a} _C {X, y}.-t.  (3) 
But since {x, y}"-x has only (n + 1) distinct elements two of the (n + 2) 
elements listed on the left side of  (3) are equal, which immediately yields (1) 
in this case also. 
We are now in a position to prove 
LEMMA 2. I f  H E ~,  then H is Hamiltonian. 
PROOF: It  suffices to prove that H is a torsion group. Since H is non- 
Abelian there exist two non-commutative elements x and y in H, xy C= yx. 
Furthermore, by (An), 
l{x, y)" I = I(x-l{x, Y))" ] = 1{1, x-ly}" I <~ (n + 1), 
and thus by Proposition 1 x a = ya for some a ~< (n + 1). Consequently 
if x and y are any two non-commuting elements of  H then x a = ya for 
some a ~< (n + 1) which certainly implies x (n+l)z = y(,~+l)l. Moreover, 
both x 2 and x a cannot commute with y, implying also that either 
x2(n+l)! = y(n+l)!  o r  xa(n+l) |  = y(n+l) l ,  
which clearly shows that x has finite order (dividing 2(n + l)!). On the 
other hand if z is in the center of  G and xo and Y0 are any two non- 
commuting elements, zxo and Y0 also do not commute, implying 
(ZXo)(n+l)l = Z(n+l)'X~n+l)! = y0(n+i) ! = X(0n+ 1) 1, 
and therefore in this case also z has finite order (dividing (n -t- 1)!). 
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In the proof of the lemma we obtain a very crude upper bound for the 
"exponent" of H ~ ~.  We could now be more careful and show at this 
point that the exponent for H E ~ is uniformly bounded by 2(n + 1) 
(using the structure theorem for Hamiltonian groups) but this bound 
eventually will be superseded so we omit the proof. 
II. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
In this section we show that any finite Hamiltonian group is in ~.  This 
still leaves the case of infinite Hamiltonian groups unresolved. However, 
in our consequent study of finite Hamiltonian groups H we establish 
COROLLARY 4. AS I H [ -~ + ~ the minimal n for which H ~ ~ also 
tends to infinity. 
Since any infinite Hamiltonian group contains finite Hamiltonian sub- 
groups of arbitrarily large order and since H ~ ~ clearly implies H 0 ~ 
for any subgroup H 0 of / / ,  Corollary 4 implies that no infinite Hamiltonian 
group is in ~,  i.e., ~ is precisely the set of all finite Hamiltonian groups. 
We now make some definitions which will play an important role in 
the remainder of the paper. 
DEFINITION 2. I f  G is any discrete group and S any finite subset hen 
define 
(i) I S I~ = lim I S '~ I (possibly + ~),  
(ii) P(S) = inf{n : I S" I = I S~+1 I} (possibly + oo). 
Furthermore, we define 
7(G) = sup{P(S) : S C G} (possibly q- ~).  
COMMENT. AS shown in [2], if P(S) < §  then ]Sml  = I Sp<S>l for 
all m > P(S) and S m is a coset of the same subgroup of G for all m ~ P(S). 
Consequently IS I~ = I S~'~S>l if P(S) < q-oo. 
At this point it is convenient o recall the structure theorem for 
Hamiltonian groups [3]: 
PROPOSITION 2. H is a Hamiltonian group iff H_~ Q • A, where Q is 
the quaternion group (of order eight) and A is a torsion Abelian group with no 
elements of order four. 
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We shall also have occasion to refer to the following simple results: 
LEMMA 3. (i). I f  G is any group and S any subset of G then 
I S n [ = I(cr(S)) n l andP(S) = P(cr(S))for any automorphism ~ ofG (n E N). 
(ii). The commutator subgroup C of any Hamiltonian group H is cyclic 
of order two, C---- {1, c}, and c has the following properties: 
1. c ~ Z, the center of H. 
2. I f  gl , g2 ~ H, then either gig2 = g2gt or gig2 = cg~gl ; changing the 
order of the factors in any product of elements of  H either leaves the 
product unchanged or changes the product by a factor of c. 
3. I f  x ~ H is of  order four, x ~ ----- c. 
4. Any non-Abelian subgroup of  H contains c. 
5. I f  S is a subset of  H not lying wholly within a single coset of the center 
Z of H then S m is a coset of a (unique) subgroup N of G for all 
m ~P(S) ,andcEN.  
PROOF: (i) is trivial since (or(S)) n ---- ~(S"). 
(ii) The fact that the commutator subgroup of H is cyclic of order two 
follows from Proposition 2 and the structure of  Q. Similarly 1-4 follow 
readily from the structure of  H. All that need be shown is that c ~ N, the 
remainder of  the assertion included in [2]. Note that there is nothing to 
prove if P(S) = q- oo, which is possible only if [ S I = q- oo since any 
Hamiltonian group is locally finite. Now the center Z of  H is, by Proposi- 
tion 2, isomorphic to Z2 • A and H/Z----Z 2 •  We also have 
H = Z u Zx  u Zy u Zxy, where x and y are any two non-commuting 
elements of  H, which we may take to be of  order four. Choose an appro- 
priate integer m 0 such that S m0 = N, which is possible since H is a torsion 
group. Without loss of  generality we may assume either 
I. S n Z =/= f) and S n Zx ~ O, or 
II. SnZx: /=O,  SnZy~&O.  
In Case I, let a ~ S n Z, bx ~ S n Zx. Then amo-l(bx) ~ S '~o = N, implying 
wx ~ N, where w = amo-lb ~ Z. But since any element of  Z has order 
dividing 2(2k q- 1) = 4k q- 2 for appropriate k we have 
(wx) 4k+2 = w'~+~x ak+~ = x ~ ~ N, 
since N is closed under multiplication. Finally, x z ---- c since x has order 
four. In Case II, let ax ~ S n Zx, by ~ S n Zy. Then both (ax)mo-l(by) 
and (ax)mo-2(by)(ax) ~ N (we may assume m0 > 1). But these two elements 
differ by a factor of  x ~ = c, and since N is a subgroup we conclude that 
c ~ N in this case also. 
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We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  G is a discrete torsion group, then G satisfies 
I aS 1| = ] S 1~ fo r  all S C G and a E G (A~) 
.~  G is a Hamiltonian group. 
COROJ~I.ARY 1. l f  H is a f in ite Hamiltonian group, then H~J / t  ~ More-  
over, H satisfies (An)for all n ~ y(H). 
PROOF: ~) Since G is a torsion group, any cyclic subgroup S of G has 
finite order, thus, as in the proof  of  Lemma 2, we conclude from (A~) 
that aS ---- Sa for all a ~ G, i.e., all cyclic subgroups of G are normal and 
therefore G is Hamiltonian. 
Q We may clearly assume I S ] <: § ~ and since Hamiltonian groups 
are locally finite we may assume G is finite (for fixed S and a simply 
consider the subgroup of  G generated by S and a). Furthermore, we may 
assume a is of order four, since we may ignore any contribution to a 
from Z and a ~ Z yields a trivial verification of  l aS  [~ = [S  [~. We 
consider two cases: 
(i) S is wholly contained in a single coset of  Z. 
(ii) S has non-trivial intersection with two distinct cosets of  Z. 
In Case (i), if S __C Z (A~) is trivially verified. Otherwise S = xSo ,  where 
So _C_C Z and x is an element of  order four. Hence aS = (ax)So,  and if 
a ----- x or x 3 then S commutes with a and (A~) follows. Otherwise y = ax  
is another element of  G of  order four and we may clearly find an auto- 
morphism ~r of  G fixing Z and sending x into y, i.e., ~r(S) ~- aS and (A~) 
follows from Lemma 3(i). 
In Case (ii), we first choose an integer m ~ 0 (rood 4) for which simul- 
taneously both S m ---- N and (aS) '~ = N ' ,  where N and N '  are the sub- 
groups associated with S and aS as in Lemma 3(ii)5. (If S ml = N, 
(aS) m~ = N '  then m = 4mlm~ will do.) Furthermore, by Lemma 3(ii)5, 
c ~ N and also c ~ N'.  We now complete the proof  by showing that, in 
fact, N = N'.  Consider any g ----- sl"'" sm ~ N : g'  = (asl) ".. (asm) ~ N' .  But 
g '  equals either amsx "" s,~ or a'~sx ... smc. Since m is divisible by 4, either 
sx -.. sm or sx ". s,~c is in N '  and since c ~ N '  and c ~ = 1 we must also 
have g = sl "'" sm ~ N' .  A similar argument proves the converse inclusion. 
The corollary follows since ~,(H) is clearly finite for any finite group H 
and ] S Ioo = I S~cH)[ = I S ~ ] for all n ~ y(H) .  
The remainder of  our considerations of  condition (An) for discrete 
groups will be directed toward explicitly evaluating y(H)  for finite 
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Hamiltonian groups H and showing that in fact the lower bound of ),(H) 
in Corollary 1 is sharp. 
I I I .  EVALUATION OF ),(H) FOR HAMILTONIAN H 
The following results are proved in [1] and are needed in the sequel: 
PROPOSITION 4. (i)),(G) >~ y(G/S) 4- ~,(S) if  G is any finite Abelian 
group andS is any subgroup of G. Furthermore, equality holds iff S is a sum 
of cyclic subgroups occuring in some single canonic decomposition of G 
(into a direct sum of cyclic groups Ze~ , ei+x tei). 
(ii) I f  ea ..... en are the canonic invariants of the finite Abelian group G 
) , (G)= ~ (e i - -1 ) .  
i~ i~n 
We make a definition: 
DEFINITION 3. I f  G is any discrete group, then 
7o(G) = sup{y(A) : A an Abelian subgroup of G}. 
We now prove: 
LEMMA 4. I f  H is any finite Hamiltonian group and U a cyclic subgroup 
of H divisible by four, hence I U [ = 4e where e is odd, then 
yo(H) >~ ~,(H/U) § ~(U) -- e --= ~,(H/U) q- 3e -- 1. (4) 
Moreover, i f  equality holds U is a maximal cyclic subgroup of H (note H/U 
is Abelian). 
PROOF: We may write U =- X x A0, where X = [x] is of  order four 
and A o ---- [a] is of  order e. Then clearly by Proposition 2 we have a 
decomposition of  H as H = Q x A (where Q is isomorphic to the 
quaternions and A is Abelian) such that x ~ Q and a E A. Consequently, 
H/U ~ Q/X x A/A o ~ Z2 x A/Ao . Now clearly ~0(H) = )'(Z4 x A), and 
since H/U is Abelian ~o(H/U) = ~(Z2 x A/Ao). Hence we must show 
7(Z4 • A) --  7(Z2 • A/Ao) >~ (3e --  1). 
Now assume A has canonic invariants: 
2el ..... 2ek, ek+l ..... en (el odd, 1 ~< i ~< n) 
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(k may possibly be ~zero"). Then since A o has odd order, A/A o has 
invariants: 
2e1', .... 2eft, e~+l ..... e,~' (ei" I ei , 1 ~ i ~ n). 
Also, Z4 • A has invariants: 
4el ..... 2ek, 2ek+l ..... e, ; 
and Z2 • A/Ao has invariants: 
t ! 9 t 2e1 .... ,2ek,  2ek+l .... , e , .  
Therefore, inequality (4) follows from 
r ( z4  • A) - r ( z2  x A/~o) 
= 2el -]- {2(ei --  el') -[- "'" + 2(e~ --  eft) 
+ 2(ek+l - -  e~+l) + "'" + (en -- en')} 
2el + {2(el -- el') + "'" + 2(ek --  eft) 
-~ (ek+l - -  e~+l) + "'" @ (e, --  e,')} (5) 
= 2el + {2el + "'" + 2ek + e,+l + "'" + e~} 
-- {2e1' + "'" + 2ek' + e~+l + "'" + e,'} 
= 2el + 7(A) -- y(A/Ao) 
2el + 7(A0) ~ 3e --  1, 
upon referring to Proposition 4 and noting that el ~ e (any element of  
odd order in H has order dividing ca). 
Moreover, equality holds in (4) iff we have equality at each point of  (5). 
In particular, we must have e = el and consequently [ U I = 4e~ and is 
clearly maximal cyclic. 
We next prove the important 
PROPOSmON 5. Let H be a finite Hamiltonian group and S any subset 
of H. Then any element in the subgroup of  H generated by S may be repre- 
sented as a product of at most ~,0(H) elements of S in some order (repetitions 
allowed). Furthermore, the bound 70(H) is sharp. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  H is a finite Hamiltonian group and S C_C_ H intersects 
the center Z of H non-trivially, then P(S) ~ ~,o(H). Moreover, 
max{P(S) : S C_ H, S c~ Z @ r = ~'0(H). 
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PROOF: For any finite Hamiltonian group H, set 
m(H)  = max{e(s) : 1 ~ S _C n}. (6) 
Then the assertion of Proposition 5 is readily seen to be m(H) ---- 7o(H), 
since 
[S] = Q) S • = $ P(#', S = S t_){1}. (7) 
n~N 
We first show that m(H)  <~ ~'o(H). To this end, let H be any finite Hamil- 
tonian group, let S be any subset of H, and let s be any element of the 
subgroup [S] generated by S. Then, since H is a torsion group, there is 
some representation 
s----sqsi2""sik (1 ~ i  t ~m for 1 ~ j~k) ,  (8) 
where S ---- {sl, s2 ..... s,~}. Moreover, we may assume (8) is a representa- 
tion which involves the minimal number of distinct si of all such possible 
representations. If all the si~ (1 ~< j ~< k) pairwise commute we see that s 
may be written involving at most 7o(H) factors. In fact, if So is the Abelian 
subgroup of H generated by {si~ : 1 ~ j ~ k}, s may be written as a 
product of at most 7(S0) ~< 7o(H) terms. Hence we may assume that two 
non-commuting factors occur in the representation (8), say Sl and s2, and 
consequently both sl and s2 have order divisible by four since an element 
of H is in the center Z iff its order is not divisible by four. Now consider 
equation (8) modulo U = [sl], the cyclic subgroup (automatically normal !) 
of H generated by Sl of order 4e, say: 
= S i lS i2  " ' "  S ik  , (8t)  
where h denotes the canonic image of h in H/U. Since H/U is Abelian, and 
the analog of Proposition 5 is readily seen to be true for Abelian groups, 
we have a representation 
g : /fflgJ2 ' ' "  S3"r, (9) 
where r <~ 7(H/U) : ~o(H/U) and each g, occurring in (9) also occurs 
in (8'). Consequently upon lifting back to H: 
s = sjlsj , "" s~sl ~, (I0) 
for some integer p, 0 ~< p < 4e. Now in case 0 ~< p ~ (3e -- 1) we see 
that (10) involves at most 7(H/U) + (3e -- 1) ~< y0(H) terms, by Lemma 4, 
and we are done. Otherwise 3e ~< p < 4e, and we consider s~* where 
p*=p-  2e and consequently e ~< p*< 2e. Firstly we clearly have 
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s~* = csl p (c as in Lemma 3). However, by the minimality condition of (8) 
we see that some ss, must be s~ and consequently Sxdoes not commute 
with all of sjl ..... s~. r . Thus if we "move" one factor of sl to the left until 
it "crosses" the first sj, which it does not commute with we may obtain 
the desired representation 
o l, p*-I (11) S = Sj l  "'" SjnSXSjn+I "'" o j~  1 
(where Sl commutes with ss,+2 ..... s# but not s~,+), since the number of 
factors on the right side o f ( l l )  is (r + p*) <~ ~,(H/U) + (2e -- i) ~< ~0(H) 
by Lemma 4 again. 
To see that this bound is sharp we need only consider a (unique up to 
isomorphism) maximal Abelian subgroup of H. Thus m(H) = ~,o(H). 
The corollary now follows from (6), since a ~ S n Z implies (a-~S) '~ = 
a-nS ~, and consequently P(S) = P(a-IS) and 1 ~ a-iS. 
From Corollary 2 we see that P(S) <~ ~'o(H) i fS  ~ Z va 0. We now wish 
to show that this is in fact the case with no restriction on S. This is done 
by comparing S with zS for appropriate z for which zS n Z ~- O. To this 
end let S _C H have empty intersection with Z, and write 
S = f ix  i j C2y u Caxy, (12) 
where (71, C2, (?3 C Z and x and y are appropriate non-commuting ele- 
ments of order four in H (we may assume both C~ and C2 are non-empty 
to avoid trivialities). Hence Q = [x, y] is isomorphic to the quaternions 
and we have a decomposition 
H-= Q • A (12') 
for an appropriate Abelian subgroup .4 of H (unique iff t H I/8 is odd). 
Furthermore, we set 
So = xaS = C~ u C2xay u C3y. (13) 
LEMMA 5. O) So n C S n / f  ? /~-  0(4). 
(ii) [So n[ ~<[S n[ / fn~l (2 ) .  
COMMENT. It seems likely that in general [So '~ I ~ I S n I for all positive 
integers n. If  this could be proved we would have an immediate proof that 
~,0(H) ---- ~,(H). 
PROOF: Any subset P _C H may be written uniquely (with respect o 
the decomposition (12')) 
P = [.J Q.a (disjoint union), (14) 
a~A 
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where Q~ _c Q (a e A). In this manner let 
a~A aEA 
We shall in fact prove: 
(I) O(~1 C O ~1 if n ~ 0(4), 
(II) I O(") I ~ I O(n) [ if n --= 1(2). 
-v-- a ,O  ~a 
(n E N). (15) 
For fix any a ~ A and consider all the products of n elements of So which 
give rise to elements of o(")a C So -, say involving ~ factors from C1 /3 ~;a ,0  - -  
factors from C2x3y, and 9" factors from C3y (~ +/3 + 9" = n; ~, /3, 9" ~ 0). 
Then the "analogous" product of ~ factors from Clx,/3 factors from C~y 
and 9' factors from C3y gives rise to elements of Q(~)a c_ S n. In the former 
case, taking into account all possible ordering of these n factors in the 
product, we obtain a subset of (see Lemma 3(ii)) 
((x3y)Sy ~', c(xZy)Syv)a = {xBy~+v, cx~yB+~')a, 
with equality holding iff both/3 and 9' ~ 0. In the latter case we corre- 
spondingly obtain a subset of 
{xn-~-~,y~(xy),, cxn-~-~'y~(xy),}a = x,,{xBy~+~ ', cxey~ -~, ~,  
with equality holding iff none of a,/3, 9" equals n (hence holding if both 
/3 and 9' > 0). Thus if all products giving rise to terms of Q(") have none a ,O 
of ~,/3, 9" equal to n we have 
Qr " ('~) (16) ~,0 Cx  Q~ 
and both I and II hold. Hence assume 
Qa n (C1 n vJ (C2xay) nvo (Cay) ~) :;~ 0. 
If Oa is the contribution of all other products, with none of a,/3, 9' equal 
~(n)  a to n, to ~,o  we saw by the preceding argument that 
x~{Oa vJ cOa ) C O(n)a (16') 
Now for any product in C1 ", (C2x3y) '~, (Csy) '~ the corresponding product in 
S ~ differs by a factor (on the right) of 
x n, (x3y)-ny '~, y-'~(xy)'k (17) 
Thus if n --= 0(4) this factor is always the unit, and consequently we always 
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have Q~") c Q~) by (16'). On the other hand, if n is odd (n ~ 1(2)) the t~,0 -- 
factors in (17) are, respectively, 
x" ,x"  or x" 'x  2,x" or x" 'x  ~. (17') 
Furthermore, for odd n all three of x '~, yn, (xy)~ are incongruent modulo 
C = {1, c} and consequently each distinct contribution to Q~) a,oa from 
(can w (C2x3y) " u (C~y) '~) yields a distinct contribution to i.) Q~ a from 
((cax) ~ u (C2y) '~ u (Csxy)"). Finally, if any such "pure power" contribu- 
tion to Q~~ has already been accounted for in (16') we must have the 
corresponding "pure" contribution to Q~)oa included in Qa t3 c~a. There- 
fore in any case we see that I ~.0n~) I <~ ] Q~")I. 
For our further considerations we shall find it convenient to consider 
finite Hamiltonian groups of exponent four (and hence containing no 
elements of odd order) separately. We first consider finite Hamiltonian 
groups which contain elements of odd order and prove: 
LEMMA 6. I f  H contains an element of odd order and S and So are 
defined by (12) and (13), then 
So" C_ S" if n ~-- 2(4) and n >~ y0(H) -- 1. (18) 
PROOF: We appeal to the proof of Lemma 5: if n ~ 2(4) the factors of 
(17) are 
c = x ~, 1, 1. 
Furthermore, (16') implies ~a u cOa C_ Qt~)a. Thus to verify So" _CS- it 
suffices to show that 
Ca" __C S" (n ~- 2(4)). (19) 
Without loss of generality we may assume 1 ~ C1 (if z ~ Ca consider 
z-tS). We consider two cases: 
(i) Zo = [6'11 contains c, 
(ii) zo  = [Cl]  does not contain c. 
In Case (i), we have Ca'~ = Z o for all m ~> y(Zo) < y(Z) < yo(H) by 
definition of ),. In particular, if n ~ 2(4) and n/> ),(Zo) (which is less 
than Vo(H) -- I) we have 
c1" = Zo = Zoe = Ca"c = (ClX)"_ S", 
and (19) holds. Case (ii) is further divided into two subcases: 
(I) Z0 contains the subgroup ~) consisting of all elements of odd order 
in H. 
(II) Z0 does not contain r 
582/9/I-2 
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Let us calculate an upper bound for y(Zo) in (I): assume A of  (12') has 
invariants 2el ..... 2e~, ek+x ..... e,~ where all ei are odd, ei+l [ e i .  Then 
~(A) : (2el - -  1) + ... + (2ek --  1) q- (ek+l --  1) -[- ... + (en --  1), 
~,(Z) : ~'(Z2 • A) : (2el - -  1) + .-. + (2ek -- 1) -k- (2ek+~ -- 1) 
+ (ek+2 - -  1) + ... § (en - -  1), (20) 
Vo(H) = ~,(Z~ • A) = (4el - -  1) + -'- q- (2ek --  1) + (2ek+~ -- 1) 
+ (e~+2 - -  1) + "" q-  (e .  - -  1), 
and consequently o(H) ~ 2el + ~(Z) > ~(A). Now as c r Z o _C Z, we 
also have 
7o(H) ~ (2ex -q- 1) q- 7(Zo). (21) 
I f  w~ C2, w 2 has odd order and hence w2~ 0_CZo.  This implies 
Z o = x (wy)  x(wy)(Zoc) C S 4. S(4m+ 2) if (4m q- 2) ~ 7(Zo), since x and 
wy ~ S. Therefore (19) is verified if n ~ 4 q- ~,(Zo). But since H has 
elements of  odd order el ~ 3 and (21) implies 7o(H) ~ 7 + 7(Zo). There- 
fore (19) is verified if n ~ yo(H) - -  3. 
In Case (II), y(Zo) ~ 7(A) --  2. I f  w is any element of C2, then the 
order of  w divides 2el .  But x and wy ~ S implies (wy) 2~1-1 9 x 9 wy 9 x = 
W2"lyxyx = c ~ S 2~1+2. Therefore 
Zo = (Zoc)c C_ S~m+2 . $2~+2 
if 4m q- 2 ~> 7(Zo), and consequently (19) is satisfied if 
n ~> ~,(Zo) q- (2el + 2). 
However, 7o(H) >~ 2el q- 7 (Z)  ~ (2el -~- 1) -+- ~/(A) ~ (2el + 3) + 7(Zo), 
implying 7o(H) --  1 >~ 7(Z0) + (2el q- 2), and our lemma is finally proved 
in all cases. 
We are now ready to prove: 
PROPOSITION 6. l f  H is a f in i te Hamiltonian group which has an element 
o f  odd order, then ~(H)  : ~,o(I-I). 
PROOF: For  any group H, ~,0(H) ~< ~,(H). Hence it suffices to prove 
P(S)  <~ ~'o(H) for all subsets S of H. 
Corollary 2 covers the case in which S n Z :/~ r I f  S c~ Z = 0, consider 
So as defined in (13) and note that So ~ Z = C2 :/= 0. Therefore, by 
Corollary 2, P(So) ~ )'o(H) and [ So [~o : I sPotS~ = [ S~otm[. I f),o(H) ~ 2(4) 
we have by Lemma 5 
I So I~o = [ S~~ [ <~ t S'~ I ~ I S I~o. (22) 
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But I So 1o~ = IS [| by Proposition 3, and consequently IS [~ = [ SV~ 
and P(S) <~ ~o(H). On the other hand, if yo(H) ----- 2(4) then by Lemma 6 
S~otm __C SVotm. Thus (22) is again valid and we conclude P(S) <~ ~,o(H) in 
this case also. 
We finally consider the case of Hamiltonian groups of exponent four. 
The following technical lemma plays a role analogous to that of Lemma 6 
in the preceding case: 
LEMMA 7. Let H be a finite Hamiltonian group and let S be a subset of  
H. Further let H = Q • A be any decomposition of  H as in Proposition 2. 
Then 
(i) I f  S intersects non-trivially all three non-identity cosets of  the center 
Z of  H, then H = AS  s. 
(ii) I f  S n Z = f) and S intersects exactly two non-identity cosets of  Z 
non-trivially, then I AS3 f = 4 I A I and IS  I~ <~ 4 t A J. 
PROOF: Let H = Z w Zx  u Zy  w Zxy  be the decomposition of H by 
cosets of Z (where x and y are two non-commuting elements of Q). 
(i) Let clx ~ S n Zx,  czy ~ S n Zy,  and e3xy ~ S n Zxy.  Then 
(Lemma 3(ii)) 
S 3 D__ {cl~e2(x~y), c12c2 y, cl~ca(xay), cx2ca(xy), ClC22X 3, clc2~x, ClC2CaX 2, ClC2ea} 
= {ClC2Cz, ClC2zX, Cl2Ca(Xy), Cl~C~y)C. (23) 
Now any element of Z is either of the form a or ac with a ~ A. Conse- 
quently, A(zqC) = ACq = Zq for z ~ Z, q e Q and 
AS 3 D_D_ Z w Zx  W Zxy  w Zy  = H, 
i.e., H = AS 3. 
(ii) Let clx ~ S n Zx,  c2y ~ S n Zy. Then S ~ ~_ {ele22x, ex2c2y)C, and 
analogously to (i) AS z ~_ Zx  w Zy. But we are given S C Zx  u Zy  and 
therefore since A C Z, AS  a C_ AZ{x,  y}Z = Zx  w Zy. We thereby conclude 
AS 8 = Zx  w Zy  and I AS 3 I = 2 I Z I = 4 t A I. Finally S C_ Z{x, y} implies 
S n C_ Z{x ,~, x~-~y} for all n ~ N and therefore ] S Iv ~< 4 ] A I. 
PROPOSITION 7. I f  H is a finite Hamiltonian group of  exponent four 
(i.e., containing no elements o f  odd order), then 7(H) = ~0(/-/). 
PROOF: For any group H, y0(H) ~< 7(H). We proceed as in the proof 
of Proposition 6 and need only consider H for which 7o(H) ~- 2(4). We 
consider two possibilities for C1 = (S n Zx)x  -1 C_ Z: 
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(I) P(C0 < y0(H) - -  4, 
00 P (G) /> y0(H) -- 3. 
We may also assume C~ = (S (~ Zy)y - l : / :  O, for otherwise S must be 
contained in a single coset of Z and this case is trivial. Hence c ~ S 4 since 
x~= (ax)(wy)(~rx)(wy) for any a ~ (71 and w ~ C~. In Case (I), by the 
method of Lemma 6 and by (19), if we show C~'o(m _C SVo(u) we may 
conclude S~o(n) C_ S~o(n). Now (Clx) ~o(n)-~ = C~o(n)-4c C S~om) -4 implying 
(C'~o(m-~c)c C_ Sy0(m -4 9 S 4, that is, C~'o(m = C~o~m-4 C_ SVo(m. Therefore 
IS0 I~ = I S~~ ~< I S~"(~)t ~< IS [~, and as before P(S)  ~ yo(H). 
In Case (II) we may reduce to when 1 e C1, and we then consider two 
subcases: 
(i) c ~ Cr(Cl ~, 
(ii) c 6 C~ (cir. 
In (i) we have C~ (c~) = C~o(m = Cro(H)C and we conclude this case as in 
Lemma 6. In (ii), since C1 _C Z and c 6 [C1], by proposition 400 we have 
P(C1) ~< y([C~]) < y(Z) = y0(H) --  2, implying P(CI) = yo(H) -- 3, and 
[(71] = C((cl) is an Abelian subgroup A1 of index eight in H which does 
not intersect Q. Thus H = Q • AI ,  and we apply Lemma 7: 
If  S intersects all non-identity cosets of Z in H, 
H : A~S 3 : c~(C~)s ~= C~~ a : (ClX)~'~ S'e~ 3= S ?~ 
and consequently S ~o(H) = H and P(S) ~ y0(H). Also, if S intersects only 
two non-identity cosets of Z, S ~o(H)-3 _ (ClX)~O(m -z : x~C~olU) -~ : x~A1 
and S roIH) : SrolH)-sS~ _ xaA~S ~. Thus, by Lemma 7, I S~~ ~> I AIS  ~ I = 
41A~ I, while IS I~o ~ 4 [A1 I. Therefore IS I~ = I s~~162 and P(S) ~< y0(H), 
completing the proof. 
Combining Propositions 6 and 7 we have: 
THEOREM 1. For any finite Hamiltonian group H, y0(H) : y(H). 
COROLLARY 3. As I H I --~ o% y(H)  -+ oo. 
COMMENT. Using Proposition 4(ii), we may explicitly calculate 7 in 
terms of the structure as formulated in Proposition 2: y(H) = y(Z4 • A), 
where H : Q • A. Further note that from this result we see that y is not 
strictly increasing among finite groups (as it is for finite Abelian groups), 
i.e., if A is a proper subgroup of the finite group B it is possible that 
7(.4) : y(B). Finally, the question arises as to when yo(G)= y(G) in 
general. 
The corollary follows immediately in light of Propositions 2 and 4. 
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IV. ~,(H) Is SHARP 
In this section we prove finally that the finite Hamiltonian group H 
satisfies (An) iff n >~ y(H). The following lemma, which is in fact little 
more than an example, is critical: 
LEMMA 8. Let H be a finite Hamiltonian group :/: Q and let a~*, a2 ..... ak 
be canonic cyclic generators (where the orders div ide)for  a maximal 
Abelian subgroup M : [al*] 0 "'" Q [ak]. Then / fS  = {I, al*,..., ak} and 
So = yS = {y, ya~*,..., ya~} and yax* ~ a~*y, 
[(So)" I > I S" I for all n < ),(H). 
PROOF: We must have a~* = xat for some x ~ Hof  order four and some 
a le  Z having the maximal odd order of  any element in H (this decomposi- 
tion is unique), and if we set A = [ax ..... a~] then M = [x] • A ~ Z4 • A. 
Since y does not commute with al* we may also write y = yoao, where Y0 
is of  order four and at e A. Furthermore, since So n = (yS) '~ = (yoaoS) ~ = 
ao"(yoS) '~ it dearly suffices to assume that y is initially of  order four. Hence 
H ----- [x, y] • A and [x, y] = Q. Note that So ---- { yxa~, ya2 ,..., yak,  y} is 
mapped into {xat,  ya~ ,..., yak,  y} under the automorphism of  H which 
fixes A and sends y into y and yx  into x. Hence, by Lemma 3(i), for 
simplicity of  notation, we consider So = {xa~, yaz ,..., yak, y} as opposed 
to S = {xal ,  as ..... ak, 1}. 
We now fix any positive integer n ~< ~(H). Then 
S '~ = {(xal) ~'1 a~" ,4. , ak) ~ I} 9 " a~, (al 0~2 '"'~ 
where (~i,  as ..... ak) ~ I iff 
(i) o~, ~N (1 ~< i ~< k), (24) 
(ii) a l+as -4 - ' "q -ak  ~<n, 
(iii) ai < ~i, 
where (ri is the order of the i-th element listed in S, i.e., 
ai ---= t 4el i = 1, where e~ is the order of a i ,  
ce~ 1 < i~<k,  (1 ~<i~k) .  
(~(H) = (al --  1) q- ... q- (ak --  1)). Moreover, note that every {o~i} e I 
gives rise to a distinct element of  S". Similarly, being a little more careful 
to account for the non-commutativity, we also have 
So '~ -=- {"(xai) ~1 (ya~) ~. . .  (ya~) ~ y'~-(~+'"+~)": {a,} ~ I}, 
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where . . . .  denotes the distinct elements that arise f rom multiplying o~x 
factors of xa l ,  ~2 factors of ya2,  etc. in all possible orders. 
We now compare S'* and So n by fixing a choice of  a2 .... , o~ (0 ~< a~ < e~) 
and counting how many distinct dements of  the form 
(x y a 1 )(a 2 ... a k ) (25) 
belong to S" and So '~, respectively. For  S '~ this is trivial, and we have for 
any admissible choice of  ~2 ,..-, o~k a total of  
minimum(n - -  (~1 + "'" + ~k) + 1, 4el) (26) 
distinct elements of  the form (25). In So" we must  consider cases: 
(i) I f  a2 - -  - -  ak = 0 we obtain the elements 
"(xal) ~ y"-~l" (0 ~ ~1 ~ n). 
For  o~ 1= 0 we obtain: (1) y'~. 
For  ~1 = n we obtain: (2) (xal) n. 
For 0<o~<n we obtain (see Lemma 
Now clearly 
3(ii)): (3) y""  y~a(xal) ~ and 
(4) y.cy~(xaO~. 
y~x~'la~ ~ = y~"x~'2a~ ~ iff ~1 ~- a2 mod(2el), (27) 
implying(for fixed n) yn .  y~l(xal)~l are all distinct for 0 ~< ~1 < min(2el,  n), 
and hence (1) and (3) together contribute a total of  min(2el ,  n) 
distinct elements to (25). Similarly yn .  ey~(xa l )~ are distinct for 
0 < ~1 ~< min(2el ,  n - -  1). Furthermore, all these elements are disjoint 
f rom those in (1) and (3), since y~(xaO ~ = cyr ~ implies ~ ---- fl mod(ex) 
and y~x ~ ---- cy~x ~, which is impossible. Hence (4) contributes a total of  
min(2el,  n -  1) additional elements to (25). Finally we must consider 
whether the element (xal) ~ of (2) has been counted: if n > 2e~ we have 
already accounted for the max imum of 4ex elements. I f  n = 2el the one 
element not counted in (1), (3), or (4) is y'~. cyn(xal) n -~ e(xal) n, and 
hence (xal) n has already been accounted for and we have a total of  4e~ --  1 
distinct elements in (25). Finally, if n < 2e~ we must decide whether (xa~) ~ 
is included among 
y'~" y~l(Xal) ~1 0 ~ ~ < n < 2e~, (28) 
yn. cyn~(Xax)O~l 0 < ~1 < n < 2e 1 . 
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I t  is readily verified that it is not an element of  (28). Therefore in this case 
the number of  distinct terms of the form (25) is 
4el n >~ 2el + 1, 
4el - -  1 n = 2el,  (29) 
2n n < 2es 9 
(ii) ~s + "'" + ~k = n, in which case we obtain only the one term yn 
ct k for the coefficient of  (a~2 ... ak ). 
(iii) 0 < a2 + "'" + ~k < n. We consider the value of  o~s, 
0~<a s~<n- (c t  sq - ' ' '+etk ) ,  
and compute the number of  terms contributed to (25): if al = 0, we 
obtain the single term y" (time S a~2 -.. a~), while for as > 0 we obtain the 
two terms 
y'~. y~l(xas)~,, y" .  cy~,(xax)% 
Hence, after a calculation similar to that in Case (i), the number of  
distinct terms of  the form (25) is 
min(2es, n --  (~s + "'" + ~)  + 1) + min(2el,  n --  (as + "'" + ak)) 
_ t4es n --  (a2 + "'" + ~k) ~> 2es (29') 
- -  t2(n - -  (a s + "" + a,O) + 1 n - -  (ct s + ... + ak) "< 2es . 
Therefore (29) and (29') (along with the trivial Case (ii)) imply that 
P(So) = (2ex q- (es --  1) + .-. -? (ek - -  1)) 
since (as + "'" q- ~k) ~< (es --  1) q- ... q- (ek --  1). Furthermore, on com- 
paring (26) with (29) and (29') we see that, for any choice o f  n and oLs ,..., nk 
(subject o (24)), (26) is no more than the corresponding term in (29) or 
(29'). Now since k ~> 2 and n < ~(H) = (4e - 1) q- (e2 - 1) q- ... q- (e~ - 1) 
we may find an admissible choice of  ~s ,..., ~k for which the bound in (29') 
exceeds properly that in (26), and hence the proof  of  the lemma is com- 
plete. 
We are now ready to prove: 
THEOREM 2. I f  H is a finite Hamiltonian group, then H q~ ~ if 
1 <n < y(/-/). 
COROLLARY 4. AS I H I --~ oo the minimal  n (>  1) fo r  which H e 
also tends to infinity. 
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PROOF: In case H :# Q, the theorem follows from Lemma 8. Since 
t S ~ I < I(yS)" I for n < ~(H). 
I f  H = Q = Ix, y], where x and y are of order four, consider 
S = {x, x ~, x 3, y} and xS = {x 2, x 3, 1, xy}. 
Then I S 2 I = 7 and I(xS) 2 [ = 8, and hence Q 6~ 9 As ~(Q) = 3 our 
result follows. The corollary follows in light of Corollary 3. 
We have now totally proved the basic result of the paper: 
THEOREM A. H ~ did iff H is a finite Hamiltonian group. Moreover such 
an H is in ~ iff y(H) ~ n, where ~ may be explicitly calculated from the 
canonic structure of  H (via Theorem 1 and Propositions 2 and 4). 
V. THE TOPOLOGICAL CASE: CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As mentioned in the introduction, we may take the analog of (An) in 
a locally compact group G to be: 
[(aS) n ] = I S~ I for all open S ___ G and a ~ G, 
where I * I denotes (left invariant) Haar measure. 
The author suspects that in fact there are no topological solutions 
to (An) (besides those already considered in the discrete case). The validity 
of the following conjecture would lead to a proof of this assertion via an 
argument immediately following: 
CONJECTURE. Any topological group G which satisfies (An) also 
satisfies condition: 
Given any finite subset A _C G, any neighborhood q /o f  
the unit, and r > 0, there exists an open neighborhood 
(9 of the unit contained in q /and  satisfying 
I(axOaz(9 ... a,/3) A(ala2 "" an(9")l 
I r  
i f a ieA  (1 ~i<~n) .  
(Bn) 
PROPOSITION 8. If G satisfies both (An) and (Bn), G must be discrete. 
PROOF: It suffices to show that Gz~ = G with the discrete topology 
satisfies (An), for by our earlier results this implies that Go is a finite 
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(Hamiltonian) group and consequently G must be discrete. Now let S be 
any finite subset of  G and let a e G. We must show I(aS)" I = I S '~ I, where 
the bars now denote the counting (discrete) measure. To this end we set 
A = S u aS, let q /be  any neighborhood of the unit such that 
ate)q/'~ are disjoint for distinct a ~'~ s A" 
and choose any e > 0. Let (_0 be the set guaranteed by (Bn) and consider 
= SdT,. We clearly have 
sn = U {al~,a2 C, "'" a,~(~,: a~ ~ S, 1 <~ i ~ n}, 
and consequently by (Bn) 
] S"A U {aaa2 "'" a,~), '~: a~ e S, 1 ~ i <~ n}l ~< Me I e~" I, 
where M is a constant depending only on the number of elements in A 
(and on n). But this is the same as 




a~l~ " are disjoint for distinct a {'~) eA" 
s<~)0, ~are disjoint for distinct s ~") e S ~, 
I S - r  I = ; s - I  I o, - I ,  
(30) 
[ ISn l -  ISnl  ] (0,hi I ~< ME I d~," I. 
In a similar manner, 
{ i(aS')" -- [(aS)" I [(Y," I I ~< Me r69," I, (30') 
and, since [ S"I = I(aS)" I by (An), 
[I Sn [[ (9, ~ I -- f(aS)" I I ~," I I ~< 2Me Ida," I (31) 
by the triangle inequality. Thus upon dividing by 1(9, 'z I and then letting 
e --+ 0 we obtain I S" I = [(aS)" I. 
The full class of  topological groups satisfying (Bn) is not clear (aU?). 
However the following sufficient condition is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 9. I f  the locally compact group G has the property that 
every finite subset A generates a subgroup H which is contained in a finite 
number of  cosets of  the center Z o f  G, e.g., i f  G is locally finite, then G 
satisfies (Bn)for all n. 
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PROOF: Let A be a finite subset, and assume 
H = [A] _C Za  t u Za 2 u ... u Zak (H  ('~ Zol i ~: ~). 
I f  ~ is any ne ighborhood of  the unit (assumed open), set 
= 0 h-lagh, implying h-l(Ph = 0 
he l t  
for all h ~ H. But each h = zc~ for some z ~ Z and therefore h-lqAh ---- 
(z~)- lq l (z~i )  --- ~?lq l~i ,  and (since H r~ Z~ ~ 0) consequently 
and r is open. But we have a10a20 ... anr : ala2 "'" a,~(~ n identically for 
ai e A, and (Bn) is trivial. 
COROLLARY 5. Al l  locally compact, locally f inite groups which satisfy 
(An) are discrete. 
PROOF: Immediate from Proposit ions 8 and 9. 
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